
4. We Offer –  
Selling - The offers are then received,
evaluated and presented to you, the seller.
We discuss the terms and negotiate as
needed and a buyer is selected.
Buying - Your offer is packaged and
presented to the business you wish to 
buy. We negotiate the terms keeping 
you in the process.
Buyout - The terms are identified and
shared with the potential capital partner
and we help evaluate the ability of the
partner to bring not only capital but 
needed business strategy and the 
terms are negotiated as needed. 

3. We Qualify 
We determine what makes a qualified
buyer/business/capital partner and find 
those that fit that definition. These qualified
buyers/businesses/capital partners are then
introduced to you through information reviews
and ultimately calls and in person visits.

1. We Listen 
Sell/Buy - Our team meets with your team. Our goal is to understand your
goals and objectives, review financials/financial criteria. We then evaluate
the ideal buyer/seller and present our recommendations. And, in a
buyout situation we affirm that the management team is knowledgeable
and capable of managing the transition as desired. Additionally, when a
buyout is desired, we determine who will retain what percent of equity.

2. We Initiate 
We then initiate the sell/buy/buyout acknowledgement
by developing a list agreement. Once complete we
begin the marketing efforts to selling/buying/finding a
capital partner for the business as identified.

6. WE CLOSE – 
because we listened!

The transaction is finalized.

5. We Research 
A due diligence process is administered to
evaluate the financial structure or financial
valuation and final documents are drawn up.
With a buyout a contract is implemented.
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